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TRANSMYOPIC
INTERCONNECTION

For the past many years Myopia the Creature has been telling us a lot of stories IT has witnessed.

Our civilization has always been self destructive in an environmental, military or any other

ITS material form could see through people’s eyes things they cannot see or notice in their very present

way. But there has always been hope for the new, for wiser generation, for brighter future.

world. ITS spiritual form could travel in time, space and into different dimensions so we could discover

Therefore, considering the worst case scenario, the special super vault has recently been

multidimensional Abneveroth System and visit several planets in their alternative realities there.

constructed, to give hope…

In the following story, beside telling it all, MtC is going to play even more significant part…

MYOPIA THE CREATURE

BIOCONTINUUM DIMENSION

Born at the time of the Big Bang.

The region is remote,

Lost in chaos of molecules

Severe and uninhabited.

IT matured and grew powerful

An island far in the north,

To fulfill ITS programmed data.

Forgotten or unknown.

The universe opened its abyss

Here’s built-in rock facility,

To lead Myopia towards the Blue Planet or Earth.

Covered with ice and snow.

Within long process of forming the planet

Access through several locked doors.

The Creature acquired an ability

Coded keys allow, can’t get in anyhow.

To transform ITSELF into

Not all keys unlock all doors.

Either material or spiritual form.

Many GM free samples stored.

IT mastered that skill

Tissues, embryos, DNA codes

Along the planet’s development.

Sealed in specially designed packages.

Now it is unlimited,

Seeds, bacteria, germs

No more split.

Placed in sealed boxes.

Any form can be anywhere.

Everything viable

Everywhere

For thousands of years.

Having constructed such a warehouse full of organic molecules, we should be able to recover

That’s right. The clouds ejected from the Sun will come to our planet in maximum two days,

from any catastrophic loss of living things diversity. Good work. But look at that! It’s beautiful!

but this is nothing unusual. When the Sun is active, several flares per day may happen. Earth

Look at the Sun…

is protected against radiation by its atmosphere and magnetosphere though. Still we have
never really experienced solar super storm and its potential consequences, and nobody
really knows what they would be like. Massive solar flares can also trigger geomagnetic
storms and here, we have monitored some…

SOLAR FLARE
A sudden flash of brightness,
Broad spectrum of emission.
Spectacular.
Coronal mass ejection
Into space.
Clouds of electrons, ions, atoms,
Through corona, into space.

GEOMAGNETIC STORM
Just one day passed
And there we go,
They have already come.
Cloud of magnetic field,
Solar wind shock wave
Cause disturbance
Of Earth’s magnetosphere.

Solar atmosphere affected,

They interact.

Particles accelerated.

Compression,

Cosmic dance
Far in the distance.
X-rays and UV radiation
Towards our ionosphere.
Need a day or two
For the clouds to reach the Earth.

Energy transfers,
Magnetic forces.
Ionization increased,
Boundaries interfered.
Disabled satellites,
Terrestrial electric power grids
Knocked out

Electricity’s out. At least in some parts of the world. There’s another worry though, that comes to

So after this first unexpected solar super storm many lives were lost and living forms on Earth

mind. It’s been said that for some years now we’ve been in this phase of Earth’s magnetic fields

decreased. Many more super storms have followed for years while magnetosphere has been

reversal, and that the strength of our magnetic field drops. If that’s true and more massive flares

weaker and weaker. Therefore very high energy particles caused radiation similar to low energy

happen, not only power grids are going to be endangered. Wow! What’s this?!

radiation from nuclear blasts, which actually ended life on this planet…

Look at that! Can’t be! How intensive! What did you say? Solar super storm?...

ASTROANNIHILATION
CME bigger than ever before.
Very high energy particles
Like nuclear blasts radiation.
Extreme ionization,
Loss of communication.
Satellites down.
Astronauts die.
Low magnetic field,
No shield, no protection.
Energetic protons hit,
Biochemical extermination.

POSTAPOCALYPTIC
What’s this place,
Empty sites, empty space.
Heard that before,
But the place is not the same anymore.
Colorless landscape,
Few survivors,
Numerous shapeless constructions,
Invisible horizon.
What’s worse,
When magnetic field disappears entirely
During this constant reversal,
Our atmosphere may be eroded away
By aggressive solar wind.
The very last
Local tornado.

This sector of universe becomes uninhabitable. Myopia the Creature sets course for the
Abneveroth System to view all the planets there and check their all alternative realities, to find

Silence. The space around is peaceful and calm, awaiting patiently, there is a lot of time. Dark.
No, wait, stars glittering, the S^n casts its warm light onto the Morth, on future hope…

one in the right time and space for biocontinuum to develop. There is one-planet Morth.
It looks like Earth a few billion years before…

MYOPIA THE GOD
I’ve got this feeling of déjà vu.
Been here, seen that.
Wake up, it’s different system.
Go back, save what you can
Before it’s too late,
Before super vault is wiped away.
That’s the island, that’s the rock.
Cold here, another flare, another shock.
First door, second door,
Grab some samples, look for more.
Out and away,
To the Morth.
Panspermyopically intertransfered.

UNDERREDEVELOPED
Not dead, reborn,
MtC mission still on.
After a few billion years
The Morth resembles
Earth when it was the same age.
Flourishing civilization,
Endemic biosphere.
The S^n here is clear,
No flares, no storms,
But one thing is weird.
There’s already a super vault.
Organic contents sealed,
Viable for thousands of years.

Myopia the Creature
Loaded with organic molecules,
Like meteorite hits the planet.
Flash of light,
Flash of life.

The cycle will go on…
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